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Topic: Really bad allergic reaction to "Angel"

I have been wearing Thierry Mugler Angel for about a week now, and I developed a REAL bad rash on my neck and behind the ears where I apply the perfume, and my eye lids are all puffed up and swollen.

I have never ever experienced an allergic reaction to a perfume before!

Have anyone else here got this kind of reaction to "Angel"?

I can’t use it anymore.
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Re: Really bad allergic reaction to "Angel"

If my Mother meets anyone wearing it her eyes start streaming & her asthma goes haywire.....god knows what would happen if she actually applied it herself......
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I personally don’t get breathing problems, “only” skin problem. Bad skin problem... I look horrific right now. What the heck is wrong with that perfume?!

Don't swap it or give it away just yet! Could be you're allergic to something seasonal/environmental and not Angel itself... could be that Angel just “sets it off”. Try it in winter, perhaps, and then maybe just on your clothes (sleeve or pantleg maybe?) If that works, try it on a scarf, then on your hair. Then try it in spring, etc.

You might not have to give up something you really enjoy if you’re able to develop good coping mechanisms. Think of someone who's allergic to dogs but must have one & willingly takes a pill or two every day in order to make that possible. NOT suggesting you take a pill... just suggesting that Angel may be part of the symptom but not the culprit.

I recently read an article on Angel. Maybe you should read it too and consider the problem.

http://www.national-toxic-encephalopathy...erfume.htm

Unfortunately 'm sure the allergic reaction is due to Angel. I have never been allergic to anything in my whole life, and now I got problems exactly on the places where I put the perfume. 😞

I’ve googled and read the link above, and found out that it can be the coumarin in Angel that is the problem. I thought Angel did not contain coumarin?

ohhh..yes.....Agel burn the skin...sometimes i fell , right after the aplication , a burn sensation to my skin... it's too strong.... 😞
Re: Really bad allergic reaction to "Angel"

Are you a light skinned person? If so your skin can be more prone to developing rashes from irritation. There may be something in the formulation that is an irritant to your eyes. There are so many different reactions to Angel, love it, hate it ect. I have never heard of being allergic to it but anything is possible.

Last edited by sunshineandroses (2010-09-09 01:48:47)

Re: Really bad allergic reaction to "Angel"

Yes, I’m very light skinned.
It’s so sad, because I really love Angel. The candylike smell... Is there some other perfume that is similar to Angel that I can try instead? An Angel copy?

Re: Really bad allergic reaction to "Angel"

Wish...Chopard is a copy of Angel ....u need to try it ...!!!!!!!!!

Re: Really bad allergic reaction to "Angel"

I had this problem about one year ago, kinda similar to your Angel experience, just when I started discovering how much I love it... I’m Asian, it burns my skin too, and somehow I felt like vomiting, as in physically painfully wanted to vomit.
However, this year, it’s all wonderful, and nothing weird happen. I guess maybe it has something to do with your environment and mood?
So...well, my case is, last year I was severally depressed, under enormous pressure from uni workload, and had a really bad relationship, and nearly filed an restrain order to my ex back then. Back then, even though I loved Angel, Angel was a little bit distant, I remember Angel smelled more medicine-like and patchouli, and this phase dominants.
This year, well, still under a lot of pressure, still studing a lot, but the things which changed are: I take yoga lessons regularly, had a bf who I'm really in love with, depressed much much less than before. And he love my Angel, and he's the only person actually told me he loves it on me! Now the patchouli phase just disappear in minutes, and the lovely vanilla-y, sweet phase is the dominant one and it lasts and lasts, and I feel it mixes much better with my skin.
A substitute?
Well, there is a dirt cheap one from Stich, it’s Stich No.4, or No.5, it says it smells just like Angel. I can find it here in Priceline in Australia, and I bought one. Well, it smells and works on my skin exactly like Angel, the only differences are it s not blue, and doesn’t last in the Angel way (I’m talking about that you can smell Angel in a creamy vanilla way, without the big sillage after like 24hr + ).

Hope Angel will be your friend and nice to you soon.
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Re: Really bad allergic reaction to “Angel”

Nicole 79 - Oh, what a cute bottle too, I wonder if that one exists here in Sweden... Must check that!
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Re: Really bad allergic reaction to "Angel"

Sofiii -
Really sad to read about how your life was a year ago, glad you feel better now, and that you found yourself a new man that is good for you! There really is a lot of crappy guys out there...

I feel good, not depressed or something. But I guess I have to try Angel again in a couple of months and see if it works better then.

I don’t understand why so many people hate Angel, I think it’s divine... and the lasting power is the best I have ever encountered. I guess it’s beacuse of the patchouli? (The lasting power).
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